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RAYBURN V. .STATE. 

Opinion delivered Alarch 25, 1901. 

1. ApaI—pulpF4v or ■pROOE..=An' Instr,cction that the .burden of „show-
. ing an .alibi ,is on the defendant, :but . if, on the *hole case, the tes-
timony 1.,:aises a ,reasonable . doubt that the 'defendant was 'present 
ygriben the . crime .was committed, he should be . acquitted, is . n'ot erro-
,neous 1,f4 shifting the • burden en defendant to show his innocence. 
( Page '180.) 

.2. CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE INSTRUCTION. —Where . the - court hid `in-
,structed Jhe jury that ' ,the law requires that . the gUilt -of defendant 
, be • established beyond a reasonable doubt, . but -does • not ' require ',that 
-each circunistance in ,the chain -of -evidence be established beyond 
-a -reasonable doubt, •-and .defendant's Acounsel argued ,to • the jury that 
a -chain . ef . circumstantial evidence is . no (stronger :tkan -peakest 
link, :.Tit iwas not .. error -Jor the „court tr.• give an .additional instruc 
tion to b the effect - ;that the series , of ' facts in ;a. case r of circumataotial 

4-evidence are not • as	- in :a- chain, but as -threads or. fstrands in ; a
g rope. (Page 181.) 

3. CAUTIONART, INSTBUCTIONs —pIRCERTION	 ,. great -.care 
should be exercised :as to the time, manner and form Of _giving cau-
tionary instructions,' lest they make ' the "impression on the jury ' that 

ithe.Courtuhas .convictions■ on..oneside- or , the's otherrof 4he....controversy, 
the discretion of the trial court will not be limited, -unless grossly 

fahused. -(Page ,-182g.) ' 

‘.44. ,IVIURDNREvIDEwer=; •IN5TSuPTIQI,I .77-711;n4r an _.-indiCtinent for ...mur-
,kler p1lege,d ■;-to • have linen committed iN3vith . malice l aforettmught (and 
after premeditation - a5nd ;deliberation, the transcript showed ,that 
the state introduced several witnesses "whose testimony tended to 
show ' by 'facts . and circumstances •that Lthe -defendant was = guilty, 
zas 'charged in the indictment, bef gin ;the first degree," with-
-outt ••-settingt-oht ;their --testimony; and the ..court b instructed . - the Wiry 

Lthat g -if ;they Ifind g that -defendant, lin ,,the perpetration , of, , / or i„he 
-tempt An iverietrate, the •g robbery of Hdeceased, Oihot rand skilled 
7then odefendant	!Fled, (A) that .the ,..instruction errect, ,as
-eproof of a oparcik ,pornmittad-ja the, perpetration ,,of, or Ahe Attempt 
-,--to 3gperpetrate, robbery w,ould mot . 7 eustain „the foharige :ef :a:muider 
cominitted w4th ,rnalice „aforethought. And after ,prenieditation „and 

,ideliberation; (2) „that it will not ,33epresumed'Aat„the Mstrxotion 
ws rharnilespmety/ithstanding ,the court tcertified that tile evidence 

j.e.nded'4,t) show ..",that the defendant „was „guilty -• as . charged;" : as,-the 
couit's instruction indicated' a - rhiseonception on'the court is part--ae,to 

what evidence would be sufficient to convict. .(Page 184.). 
69 Ark.-12	 •
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Appeal from Crawford Circuit Court. 
JEPECTICA H. EVANS, Judge. 

Mechem & Bryant, for appellant. 
The sixth instruction was erroneous. 11 Ark. 456, 548, 460; 

Sand. & H. Dig., § 644. The indictment did not properly submit to 
the jury the question of appellant's guilt of murder in the first 
degree, committed in the perpetration of or attempt to perpetrate 
robbery. Sand. & H. Dig., § 2674; 26 Ark. 330; 2 Ark. 497; 1 
Bish. Cr. Proc. § 589.. The burden was not on appellant to show 
his absence af the time of the commission of the crime. 55 Ark. 
248; 105 Mass. 451; 100 Mass. 487; 39 Oh. St. 315; 93 Mich. 
641; 18 Neb. 154; 64 N. Car. 56; 16 Ore. 534; 47 Ala. 356; 94 
Ala. 76; 72 Cal. 623; 117 Ill. 35; 40 Kans. 482; 111 Mo. 248; 87 
Mo. 668; 86 Pa. St. 54; 7 S. C. 63; 30 Tex. App. 341. The 
ninth instruction was erroneous, in that it suggested to the jury 
the court's view , of the value of the testimony. Const. 1874, 
art. 7, § 33; 49 Ark. 439; id. 147; 37 Ark. 590; 43 Ark. 294; 45 
Ark. 172; 55'Ark. 247; 2 Th.-Tr. § 2301; 34 Ark. 703; 110 U. S. 
682; 65 La. 500, 511; 25 Ala. 235. 

Geo. W. Murphy; Attorney General, for appellee. 
Mechem & Bryant, for appellant, on motion for re-considera-

tion. 
The indictment was insufficient to charge murder in the first 

degree, committed in the pexpetration of crime. Cf. 27 Ia. 402, 
.409; 4 Gr. 500; 21 Kans. 47; 2 Bish. New. Cr. Proc. 569, 570, 573, 
674, 576, 577, 579, 580, 581, 585, 588, 589; 60 Ark. 571. 

WOOD, T. Appellant was convicted of murder in the first 
degree upon an indictment charging that he "did unlawfully, wil-

• fully, feloniously, and of his malice aforethought, and after pre-
meditation and deliberation, kill and murder one A. T. Carpenter." 
etc. The record shows that the state introduced severaL wit-
nesses, "whose testimony tended to show by facts and circum-
stances that the defendant was guilty as charged in the indictment 
of murder in the first degree." On behalf of defendant • several 
witnesses testified to facts tending to establish an alibi. 

We are asked to reverse because the court gaVe the following 
instructions: "(6) If you find from the evidence beyond a rea-
sonable doubt that defendant in the perpetration Of- or ir the
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attempt to perpetrate, the robbery of A. P. Carpenter shot and 
killed Carpenter, then defendant is guilty of murder in. the first 
degfee, and you will so find. (9) The defendant in this case does 
not set up justification, but he undertakes to show that at the time 
that Carpenter was killed he, the defendant, was not at the place 
where such killing occurred, but at> another . place, and that there-
fore he was not connected 'with or implicated in such crime. The 
burden of showing an alibi is on the defendant, but if on the whole 
case the testimony raises a reasonable doubt that the defendant 
was present when the crime was committed, he should be acquitted; 
but the jury should scrutinize the testimony of witnesses to see 
if some of them may or may not be mistaken as to dates and times 
when they saw the defendant, and it is proper for the jury to con-
sider the lapse of time since the occurrence happened, and whether 
witnesses are likely or not likely after such lapse of time to be 
accurate as to the precise time or hour that they saw defenda,nt 
on the night the shooting oceurred. In other, words, in arriving 
at your conclusion on this point, the jury should consider whether 
it may or may not be true that defendant was present at the time 
and place Carpenter was shot, and that some of the witnesses 
are honestly mistaken as to the exact time they saw defendant upon 
the evening and night of November 3, 1900." 

1. The indictment was good for murder in the first degree. 
It was not necessary for it to set forth the facts and circumstances 
constituting the crime. That was_ matter of proof. Any proof 
which showed the defendant to be guilty of murder in the first 
degree, as defined by our statute, was competent. It was not nec-
essary to charge specifically in the indictment that the murder was 
committed in the attempt to perpetrate robbery, in order to admit 
proof of that fact. State v. Johnson, 72 Ia. 393-400; Com. V. 
Flanagan, 7 Watts & S. 415; State v. Hoplcirk, 84 Mo. 278; 10 
Enc. Pl. & Pr. 150; People v. Giblin, 115 N. Y. 196, 4 L. R. A. 
757. 

The record shows affirmatively that the facts and circumstances 
tended "to prove the murder as charged in the indictment." In 
the absence of any proof tending to show that the homicide, 
although committed in the attempt to perpetrate robbery, was 
unintentional, it must be held that it was as stated to be shown 

- in the record. The court's charge, so far as the record shows, 
was but based upon the proof.
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' P2. 'Instradtieh 9 'is a litera -'copy of 'an in gruction approved 
Bythis' &Surf- in 'Waft v. State, 59 Ark. - 379. That - case waswell 
phiai'dered, 'aad 'the cohclUsion 'we • then • reaChed was -sound. 
'Learned 'catingel "'for appellant,' five think, •isapprehend 'the :pur-
-pat . Of 'the ihatfuetioh. 'It "does • not -shift the .barden Upon !the 
'defehdait to -r preve his innocence. The burden is -still hpan the 
'. Atate to - prove ' beyond a 'reasonable : dOubt Upon the evi'dence in 
the ivhele caae (4hieh would inclUde • eVidence of alibi) that the 
'defeadarit Was ,ptesent • wheh the 'crime was committed. 

-In v. 'Choate, 405 'Mass. 456, 'the - Court'paase'd upon fun 
1instruction"which told' the jury 'that where`-the defendaht sought,to 
eatalli41` the' fact' that- he was at -aliarticUlar- place at- any given tiny, 
kad "Wihedi them to take • it as -an :affirtriatiVe fact -proved, the"tur-
'den' a prod -was • npan- him, 'arid if he 'failed in -maintaining %that 
'huiden, 'the 'jury • coUld = nOt 'consider it "as i'fact proved • in the 
-urge.; ' that'the burden, hoiveVer, -Was, upon the gaverament ; to show 
'that -the 'llefeadant -Was' present 'at -the tiine' ;df the + cainniisSien -Of 
the 'O'ffénae, 'an'd-' as bearing upon 'that queation l the' jury were( ta con-

'the—evidende-Offered'hy : the--'defehdaht leading -to' prove an 
if upon' ill the' evidence ' the jury 'entertained -a - reason-

--aBle d'onbtas' to' the preSeneei of' the 'defeadant at: thafire, they-Were 
to acquit." The court -§a.ideofthis : ' "The shlistanee Of the tivhele 

was that if the; evidende f. the defendant Which 'tended to 
:proVeln ali6i:ikás shell that, taken together 'with- the rother-evidence, 
' the-jury' Werelef t in'reaeonable'doubt es to'Naether the -:defeadant 
Was :preSent 'at 'the 'alleged fire, they shoUld acquit " iThe 
inatitiCtitin' in' the forin''giVen' in -the Massachusetts- ease ais peiliaps 
a:preferable statement -Of -'thel law. But' the instration'-Under • earl:- 
aidétation, fairly donattned, is -af -'exattly the - . mine purpart. 'The 
trar'd en to' ahOW ' 'the' defendant's -presence- and participation in the 
'Criffie is -still' iipeh' the 4tate, "When the ei7idehee is consider011 'as 
-a Whole,'inelndilig -that' intrOdUced'hy • the 'defendant .- on •the Ines-
tion of alibi. But, as to the particular defense of alibi set Gup 

'the:"getier'al . iika -- of het gailty,' the ' Idefehdärit, ( if The !relies 
as "an ' afitthatiNie	 ,Mhst 'ahow 'that '-partienlar =fact: 

'the' atheaduld' tot' be' expected Lto 'preVe 'That 'he Was ;nbt 
'lhat 2VMd' .be i to 'de'VolVe Upon-j ibe 'kate ' the 'cl-nty oiif -peOving a 
'fiètie;	`-e. 4 'thfit - defbnAant	 'im*se'nt, aiid 

pfdte5 its 'c'harge the'eat-'of Abe aceirs&I--22beyOnd 
a reasonable doubt, nothwithstanding the tebitnatiy tterldideto 
prove an alibi, or the defendant must be acqui tted ; but it is the
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province , of the' defendant) to introduce:, evidence tending to show-an 
alibi when- relied on as an, affirmative, matter of . dPfelase;:. and f as to 
this the, burden, rests, upon, him. 

3. The court-also gave the following : "(43), ' he: law, requires 
that the- guilt of the , defendant shall be establisheyour;:satis, 
faction beyond a reasonable doubt before you, can convict ) him, 
but it does not require that each- circumstance in the, chain of 
evidence shall be established•to your- satisfaction . beyond' a reaspnble 
doubt. It is sufficient if, on the whole case,. you are. satisfied 
beyond a- reasonable doubt, althoUgh the individual, circumstances 
may not themselves be so established."' 

During the argument to the jury, of J. C. Byers; of cpunsel 
for defendant; he, said in substance. : "This is a case depending 
on. a chain of circumstantial evidence: No chain is stronger than 
its weakest link. If any link in' this chain is weak or- broken by 
the evidence . of the defendant, then the entire chain is- broken and 
destroyed, and, you should acquit the .  defendant." After this 
statement of counsel, and while he was addressing the jury ; tha 
court prepared, and, after counsel for defendant conclud'ed his 
address, gave in writing, instruction marked "A," as follows : 

"A. We often speak of a chain, of circumstantial evidence. 
This is an expression used in , these instructions, and! found in, the 
law books. It is a metaphor used to convey an idea. It is not 
strictly accurate. It is more acctirate , to speak of the series of, 
facts given in evidence in, a circumstantial evidence case not as 
links in a chain, but as threads or strands: making a rope or cord. 
of evidence. The individual fibers may- be of very small strength, 
in themselves unable to sustain anyy, weight of consequence, but 
when sufficiently numerous, and properly intertwined : with others 
of like kind, may make the strongest cordage—cordage . sufficient 
to hold the largest ship in- a great storm. Gentlemen; it is. for 
you in this case , to declare whether, or not the fibers of , evidence 
are sufficiently numerous and properly arranged with their. fer,. 
lows to unescapingly bind together the defendant and his guilt 
of the charge against him." 

The court offered to allow defendant's counsel further time 
to , address, the. jury on the instruction. 

The court having used.. a, metaphor, ..to. characterize , the evi, 
dence, counsel for appellant seized' upon this in argument; andcby 
literal adherence to it was peryerting. the Well-established rple 
that each circhmsta.nce in, cases of circumstantial evidence:does not
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have to be proved beyond a reasonble doubt, it being sufficient 
if, upon the whole case, the evidence convinces the jury beyond a 
reasonable doubt. Thus the argument of counsel was inconsistent 
with the principle which the court had correctly announced in 
the same instruction in which the inaccurate metaphor was used. 
In order, therefore, that the jury might not get an erroneous im-
pression of the force and effect to be given circumstantial evidence, 
both from the prior inaccurate statement of the court and the argu-
ment of counsel, it was exceedingly appropriate that the court ex-
plain and correct its charge. In doing so the court thought it 
proper to use another metaphor, and this time one approved by text 
writers as an apt illustration and designation of circumstantial 
evidence. Wills, Cir. Ev. 279. It was certainly not incumbent 
upon the presiding judge to use metaphorical language to set 
forth the simple and well-settlect rules of the law, and we would 
not be understood as approving as a precedent the instruction given 
by the court. - The writer .is of the opinion that the plain principles 
of the law are best declared to the ordinary jury in our terse 
English, unadorned by figures of speech or flowers of rhetoric. 
This, however, is a matter of taste. The -mere form and verbiage 
of an instruction cannot be considered as prejudicial and reversi-
ble error, so long as no erroneous principle of law is announced, 
and so long as the instruction is free from an expression of opinion 
on the facts, and is not calculaed to confuse or mislead the jury. 
The latter part of the ninth, supra, and instruction "B" given 
after the close • of the argument, were cautionary. Such instruc-
tions are within the sound discretion of the presiding judge. 
Great care should be exercised as to the time, manner, and form of 
giving such instructions, lest they make the impression on the jury 
that the court has convictions on one side or the other of the con-
troversy, and subject the judge to the suspicion of holding an 
uneven balance in the cause. Circumstances and occasions do 
frequently arise, however, when cautionary instructions, drawn in 
proper form, given at the proper time, and in the proper manner, 
are important and necessary. The discretion of the trial judge 
will not be limited in these matters, unless it has been grossly 
abused to the prejudice of the accused. We cannot say that the 
court abused its discretion in this case. 

Finding no reversible error, the judgment is affirmed. 

BUNN, C. J., (dissenting). This is a case in which we are not 
favored with the evidence on the part of the state, except that it
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• s stated in the record that the state's evidence tended to show That 
the defendant. w'as present, and • committed the homicide. The 
evidence as to the robbery is wanting. On his plea° of alibi the 
defendant made out what must be regarded as a strong case. I 
do not concur in the opinion of the other judges that errors as 
to the exact time may account for the difference in the testimony 
of unimpeached witnesses. They all were positive as to the time 
they saw the defendant in Fort Smith, and this particular time 
was as definitely settled by the testimony for the state as the time 
when the homicide was committed. 

When the attorney for the defendant was arguing the case of 
-his client before the jury, by way of illustrating the force and 
cffect of the evidence, he stated that this was a case of circumstan-
tial evidence, and that , such a case is based upon a chain of cir-
cumstances, which chain is no stronger than its weakest link. At 
this point he was interrupted by the presiding judge, who pro-
ceeded to address the jurY, in which he said substantially that the 
metaphor of defendant's counsel was not the correct one to use 
in such a connection, but that the proper metaphor is that a case of 
'circumstantial evidence depends not on a chain of circumstances, 
but that it is like a rope composed of many strands twisted to-
gether, of which one or more strands might break, and yet the rope 
be not broken. An advocate must be allowed to make use of 
tropes and metaphors and other figures of speech according to his 
taste, so he does not misstate the evidence. This manner of pre-
senting the facts'is but arguing upon the facts, and the jury must 
be the judges of the, appropriateness of the 'figures of speech. 
Where the court undertook to correct . the . attorney in this matter, 
it was but making an argument in answer to his, and commenting 
ufl the testimony, and deterMining its weight by his metaphor, 
which the jury, in their loyalty to the authority of the eourt, nat-
urally took to be as adding strength to the circumstantial evi-
dence upon which the state relied to make out her case, as more 
authoritative than the metaphor of defendant's counsel, which 
tended to weaken the force of circumstantial evidence. 

In a case like this, hanging in the balance as it were, it is 
impossible to imagine, even, the degree of unfairness this was to 
the defendant. 

The judgment should have been reversed.
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ON REHEARING. 

Opinion delivered June 1, 1901. 

BATTLE, J. We are- asked by the appellant to reconsider what 
We have said in a former opinion in this cause in reference to the 
following instructions: "If you find from the evidence beyond a 
reasonable doubt that defendant, in the perpetration of, or in the 
attempt to perpetrate, the robbery of A. T. Carpenter, shot and 
killed Carpenter, then defendant is guilty of murder in the first 
degree, and you will so find." 

This instruction was given- in a trial upon an indictment in 
the words- and figures following: "The grand jury of Crawford 
éounty, in the name and by the authority of the state of Arkansas, 
iccuse Love Rayburn of the crime of murder in the first degree, 
committed as follows: The said Love Raybnin, on the 3d day of 
November, 1900, in the county of Crawford aforesaid, did unlaw-
fully, willfully, feloniously, and of his malice aforethought', and 
after premeditation and deliberation, kill and murder one A. T. 
Carpenter with a certain pistol, which he, the said Love Raybtfrfi, 
then and there had and held in his hands, the said pistol being then 
and there'. loaded' With gunpowder and leaden bullets, dgainst the 
peace and dignity of the state of Arkansas."' 

The statutes upon which this indictment was based are as 
foll6ws : "Murder is the' unlawful- killing of a human being; in 
the peace of the state, with malice aforethought, either express of 
implied:" "All murder. which shall be perpetrated by means of 
Poison; or by lying in wait, of by any other kind Of wilful, delib-
erate, maliciOus and pretheditated killing, or which shall' be com-
mitted in the perpetration of; or in the attempt to' perpetrate, 
arson, rape, rbbbery; burglary Or lareeny, shalt be deerned murder 
in the firdt degree." Sand: & H. Dig., §' 1639,. 1644. 
• According to theie- statutes two classea of Murder' constitute 
inuider in- the first degree, to'-wit: (1) All murder coinmitted by 
iniy kind- of wilfnl, deliberate, maliciOns and prethediteted 
and (2) all nanider Which shall he cbmthitted in the perpetration 
of, or in the' afferapt t6 perpetrate, arkin, rape, robbery, burglary 
'or larceify.- 

In Cannon v. State, 60 Ark. 564, this court held that it is 
essential to the validity 6f'dri-indictinent- fór tWffitt Class of mur-
der in the first degree to use the words "wilful," "deliberate," 
amalicious," "premeditated," or equivalent words, in charging the
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offense: The reason for the ruling' is; these words are descriptive 
of: the elements necessary to constitute that class of murder. For 
the:same reason it is necessary to allege- that, the- killing. was, done' 
in the perpetration , of, or in the attempt to perpetrate, one of7the 
felbnies named in-the statutes quoted:, in order to charge the second 
class of murder in the first degree-. These two classes of murder 
in the first degree' are separate and' distinct. In the former a 
precedent intent to kill is necessary to constitute the offense, while 
in the latter-it is not. While the former may be- committed in' ther 
perpetration of, or attempt to perpetrate, the felonies named; aw 
indictment for the same will not always include- the latter; and 
when it does, it is only • because the essentials necessary to consti-
tute the former exist. The perpetration of or attempt to perpetrate, 
a felony necessary to constitute- the second class is not equ1valent 
to-the premeditation; deliberation and intent necessary to constitute 
the first, except in effect. They. raise the killing to the- grade- of 
that in- the first class, but the allegations . necessary. to charge mur-
der in the first degree in the first class are not equivalent to those 
necessary to charge the offense in the second. Hence an indict-
ment which charges only the offense in the first class will not be' 
sufficient to accuse the defendant of murder comMitted in the per-
petration of, or in the attenipt to- perpetrate, one of' the felonies. 
named in the statute, unless it is committed with the intent to kill, 
and after premeditation and deliberation. In, support, of this 
conclusion we cite Cannon v. State, 60 Ark. 564, and the cases and, 
authorities cited in the same. 

A defendant cannot be- lawfully convicted of a crime with 
which he is not charged in the indictment against him. Some 
courts have held that he can be convicted of murder committed in 
the lierpetration of, or in the attempt to perpetrate, the feronies 
named in the statute, under a commOn-law indictment for mur-
der. But they do so- because they hold' that the law dividing mur-
der into two degree introduced no change in the form of the indict-
ment, created no new offense; and dilly reduced the punishment for 
one of the degrees. We disapproved of this view in Cannon V. 
State, 60 Ark. 564, and held that it did make a change in the form 
of the indictment. 

It follows, the . instruction should. not have been. given. Was 
it prejudicial ? The evidence adduced by the state . to sustain the 
indictment is not set out in-the bill of exceptions. But it is stated 
in the bill of exceptions that' the state "introduced several witnesses
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whose testimony tended- to shOw by facts and circumstances de-
tailed by them, that the defendant was guilty, as charged' in the 
indictment, of murder in the first degree." But this is a state-
ment of the court, and necessarily means that the evidence adduced 
tended to show that the defendant was guilty as charged in the 
indictment, under the instructions of the court, for they (instruc-
tions) indicate what the court considered sufficient to convict. In 
thO absence of a contrary showing, the giving of an instruction 
indicates that the court was of the opinion that the evidence war-• 
ranted the giving of it. We therefore think that the record shows 
that the instruction was"prejudicial. 

Reversed and remanded for a new' trial. 

• WOOD and RIDDICK., JJ., dissent. 

WOOD, J. The error of the trial court is not shown. If the 
murder was deliberate, although in an attempt to commit robbery, 
the indictment was sufficient. There could not possibly be any 
prejudice if the proof all showed that the killing was deliberate. 
We must presume, until the contrary appears, that the charge of 
the court contained in the sixth instruction was based upon the 
evidence. As the indictment charges a deliberate killing, the pre-
sumption is the court would not have given instruction six had there 
been any proof whatever that the killing in an attempt to commit 
robbery was unintentional.


